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Lethem illuminates the process by which a child invents
himself as a writer, and as a human being, through a
series of approaches to the culture around him. In the
title piece, a letter from his aunt (a children's book
author) spurs a meditation on the value of writing
workshops, the role and influence of reviews, and the
uncomfortable fraternity of writers. In 'Defending The
Searchers', Lethem explains how a passion for the
classic John Wayne Western became occasion for a
series of minor humiliations. In 'Identifying with Your
Parents', an excavation of childhood love for superhero
comics expands to cover a whole range of nostalgia for a
previous generation's cultural artefacts. And
'13/1977/21', which begins by recounting the summer he
saw Star Wars twenty-one times, 'slipping past ushers
who'd begun to recognize me...', becomes a meditation
on the sorrow and solace of the solitary moviegoer.
Una original y brillante novela policíaca por uno de los
autores más aclamados de su generación. «Tengo el
síndrome de Tourette». Las palabras salen
atropellándose, incontrolables, y las manos no pueden
evitar tocar impulsiva y compulsivamente todo lo que
tengan cerca. Es el sino de Lionel Essrog, criado en un
orfanato y que, junto con sus tres amigos de la infancia,
trabaja para un mafiosillo local, Frank Minna, en una
agencia ilegal de detectives. El asesinato de Frank le
obligará a sumergirse en la trama, compleja y llena de
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sombras, de relaciones, amenazas y favores que
conforman el Brooklyn que él creía conocer tan bien y
donde nadie es lo que parece. Huérfanos de Brooklyn
supera con creces lo que podríamos considerar una
novela negra, subvierte el género y le confiere nuevos
matices hasta lograr un texto sumamente original. Esta
novela pertenece al #FondoDeEditor de Literatura
Random House «Huérfanos de Brooklyn, con su
protagonista inolvidable, el detective afectado por el
síndrome de Tourette, convirtió a Jonathan Lethem en
un autor de referencia. Con este homenaje a las novelas
clásicas del género policial ganó el premio Nacional de
la Crítica en los Estados Unidos.».- Claudio López
Lamadrid ENGLISH DESCRIPTION Winner of the
National Book Critics Circle Award. A compelling and
complusively readable riff on the classic detective novel
from America's most inventive novelist. Brooklyn's very
own self-appointed Human Freakshow, Lionel Essrog is
an orphan whose Tourettic impulses drive him to bark,
count, and rip apart our language in startling and original
ways. Together with three veterans of the St. Vincent's
Home for Boys, he works for small-time mobster Frank
Minna's limo service cum detective agency. Life without
Frank Minna, the charismatic King of Brooklyn, would be
unimaginable, so who cares if the tasks he sets them
are, well, not exactly legal. But when Frank is fatally
stabbed, one of Lionel's colleagues lands in jail, the
other two vie for his position, and the victim's widow
skips town. Lionel's world is suddenly topsy-turvy, and
this outcast who has trouble even conversing attempts to
untangle the threads of the case while trying to keep the
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words straight in his head. Motherless Brooklyn is a
brilliantly original, captivating homage to the classic
detective novel by one of the most acclaimed writers of
his generation. A New York Times Notable Book.
Jonathan Lethem's first detective novel since Motherless
Brooklyn.
The incomparable Jonathan Lethem returns with nine
stories that demonstrate his mastery of the short form.
Jonathan Lethem's third collection of stories uncovers a
father's nervous breakdown at SeaWorld in "Pending
Vegan"; a foundling child rescued from the woods during
a blizzard in "Traveler Home"; a political prisoner in a
hole in a Brooklyn street in "Procedure in Plain Air"; and
a crumbling, haunted "blog" on a seaside cliff in "The
Dreaming Jaw, The Salivating Ear." Each of these
locates itself in Lethem-land, which can be discovered
only by visiting. As in his celebrated novels, Lethem finds
the uncanny lurking in the mundane, the irrational selfdefeat seeping through our upstanding pursuits, and the
tragic undertow of the absurd world(s) in which we live.
Devoted fans of Lethem will recognize familiar themes:
the anxiety of influence taken to reductio ad absurdum in
"The King of Sentences"; a hapless, horny outsider
summoning bravado in "The Porn Critic"; characters from
forgotten comics stranded on a desert island in "Their
Back Pages." As always in Lethem, humor and
poignancy work in harmony, humans strive desperately
for connection, words find themselves misaligned to
deeds, and the sentences are glorious. From the
Hardcover edition.
Lethem, author of the bestselling Motherless Brooklyn ,
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returns in concentrated form - packing twice the
adventure into one-eighth the pages. This book could be
some kind of allegory book, but it might not be an
allegory book at all. It involves people and drinking and
people looking for a giant eye. It is among the best things
Mr. Lethem has written.
Jonathan Lethem’s first detective novel since
Motherless Brooklyn “One of America’s greatest
storytellers.” —Washington Post Phoebe Siegler first
meets Charles Heist in a shabby trailer on the eastern
edge of Los Angeles. She’s looking for her friend’s
missing daughter, Arabella, and hires Heist to help. A
laconic loner who keeps his pet opossum in a desk
drawer, Heist intrigues the sarcastic and garrulous
Phoebe. Reluctantly, he agrees to help. The unlikely pair
navigate the enclaves of desert-dwelling vagabonds and
find that Arabella is in serious trouble—caught in the
middle of a violent standoff that only Heist, mysteriously,
can end. Phoebe’s trip to the desert was always going
to be strange, but it was never supposed to be
dangerous. . . . Jonathan Lethem’s first detective novel
since Motherless Brooklyn, The Feral Detective is a
singular achievement by one of our greatest writers.
SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE,
MOTHERLESS BROOKLYN IS RELEASED IN
CINEMAS NOVEMBER 2019 Lionel Essrog, a.k.a. the
Human Freakshow, is a victim of Tourette's syndrome
(an uncontrollable urge to shout out nonsense, touch
every surface in reach, rearrange objects). Local tough
guy Frank Minna hires the adolescent Lionel and three
other orphans from St Vincent's Home for Boys and
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grooms them to become the Minna Men, a fly-by-night
detective-agency-cum-limoservice. Then one terrible day
Frank is murdered, and Lionel must become a real
detective. With crackling dialogue, a dazzling evocation
of place, and a plot which mimics Tourette's itself in its
freshness and capacity to shock, Motherless Brooklyn is
a bravura performance: funny, tense, touching, and
extravagant.
Deep Focus is a series of film books with a fresh
approach. Take the smartest, liveliest writers in
contemporary letters and let them loose on the most vital
and popular corners of cinema history: midnight movies,
the New Hollywood of the sixties and seventies, film noir,
screwball comedies, international cult classics, and
more. Passionate and idiosyncratic, each volume of
Deep Focus is long-form criticism that’s relentlessly
provocative and entertaining. Kicking off the series is
Jonathan Lethem’s take on They Live, John
Carpenter’s 1988 classic amalgam of deliberate Bmovie, sci-fi, horror, anti-Yuppie agitprop. Lethem
exfoliates Carpenter’s paranoid satire in a series of
penetrating, free-associational forays into the context of
a story that peels the human masks off the ghoulish
overlords of capitalism. His field of reference spans
classic Hollywood cinema and science fiction, as well as
popular music and contemporary art and theory. Taking
into consideration the work of Barbara Kruger, Jenny
Holzer, James Brown, Fredric Jameson, Shepard Fairey,
Philip K. Dick, Alfred Hitchcock, and Edgar Allan Poe,
not to mention the role of wrestlers—including They Live
star “Rowdy” Roddy Piper—in contemporary culture,
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Lethem’s They Live provides a wholly original
perspective on Carpenter’s subversive classic.

A multigenerational saga focuses on two
extraordinary women including tyrannical Communist
Rose, who terrorizes her neighborhood with her
absolute beliefs; and her brilliant but willful daughter,
Miriam, who flees her mother's suffocating influence
to embrace the Age of Aquarius counterculture of
Greenwich Village.
From the award-winning author of Motherless
Brooklyn and The Ecstasy of Influence comes a new
collection of essays that celebrates a life spent in
books More Alive and Less Lonely collects over a
decade of Jonathan Lethem’s finest writing on
writing, with new and previously unpublished
material, including: impassioned appreciations of
forgotten writers and overlooked books, razor-sharp
critical essays, and personal accounts of his most
extraordinary literary encounters and discoveries.
Only Lethem, with his love of cult favorites and the
canon alike, can write with equal insight into classic
writers like Charles Dickens and Herman Melville,
modern masters like Lorrie Moore and Thomas
Pynchon, graphic novelist Chester Brown, and
science fiction outlier Philip K. Dick. Sharing his
infectious love for books of all kinds, More Alive and
Less Lonely is a bracing voyage of literary discovery
and an essential addition to every booklover’s shelf.
From Jonathan Lethem’s classic collection, Men
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and Cartoons, a haunting, playful story about dressup, superheroes, Mafia, love and treachery. “I first
met the kid known as the Vision at second base,
during a kickball game in the P.S. 29 gymnasium,”
the narrator, Joel, explains. Decades later the Vision
returns to his old Brooklyn neighborhood, no longer
a young boy who dresses up in superhero costumes
but a confident adult. But at a party with several
mysterious visitors the Vision reveals some secrets
still lingering, as the partygoers turn from party
games to the uneasy weight of truth. This is an
exemplary story from a modern master—poignant,
witty, and entirely original. An eBook short.
Studienarbeit aus dem Jahr 2005 im Fachbereich
Amerikanistik - Literatur, Universität zu Köln
(Englisches Seminar), Veranstaltung: Word, Image,
Sound: New York, 29 Quellen im
Literaturverzeichnis, Sprache: Deutsch, Abstract:
Introduction: Jonathan Lethem’s Detective Story
Motherless Brooklyn as a Pretext for a Hollywood
Movie Sometimes when we read a book and our
imagination is roused by the words we read, we
cannot wait for this story being told by a film. We
want to see if our imagination fits the ‘real’ pictures
on-screen. Having read a novel, there is a quite wellfitting German term that people use when they have
liked the story and its characters. The novel has
probably had a strong impact on their perception of
the plot, and the language seems to have generated
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longlasting images in their minds. One would –
informally – say: ‘This is such a good story. This
book is really (now comes the term) filmreif.’ When I
read Jonathan Lethem’s Motherless Brooklyn, that
was exactly what occurred to me. In this paper, I
want to examine theoretically what was a sudden
idea, an intuitive feeling in the beginning, and
connect film science with literary analysis. The novel
can be classified as a detective story as it seems to
follow the pattern of a classical detective story, and it
shows lots of features that could be read as a prose
source for a movie. The narrative, i.e. the story, its
subjects or motifs and the way it is told remind one
of the typical sujets of the classical Hollywood
cinema. It is not uncommon that good (in the sense
of critically acclaimed) and successful (in the sense
of best-selling) books are ‚translated’ into films – in
all kinds of genres and in all kinds of countries.
When a film adapts a novel, it has to stand
numerous comparisons to its literary predecessor.
But whatever the ‘better’ medium for telling a good
story is – the history of filmadaptation speaks for the
phenomenon of adaptation itself: Many novels
turned out to become good and successful films as
well. Especially the detective story seems to be
made of a pattern that works perfectly for films as
well. The Big Sleep by Raymond Chandler and The
Moonstone by Wilkie Collins are only two examples
for successful film adaptations of classical detective
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stories. What special pattern is this? ...
From the prize-winning author of Motherless
Brooklyn, a daring, riotous, sweeping novel that
spins the tale of two friends and their adventures in
late 20th-century America. This is the story of two
boys, Dylan Ebdus and Mingus Rude. They live in
Brooklyn and are friends and neighbours; but since
Dylan is white and Mingus is black, their friendship is
not simple. This is the story of 1970s America, a time
when the simplest decisions - what music you listen
to, whether to speak to the kid in the seat next to
you, whether to give up your lunch money - are
laden with potential political, social and racial
disaster. This is also the story of 1990s America,
when nobody cared anymore. This is the story of
what would happen if two teenaged boys obsessed
with comic book heroes actually had superpowers:
they would screw up their lives.
This volume sheds light on an array of topics from
sex in cinema to drugs, graffiti, Bob Dylan,
cyberculture, 9/11, book touring and Marlon Brando.
Then there are investigations of a shelf's worth of
Jonathan Letham's literary models and
contemporaries: Norman Mailer, Philip K. Dick, Bret
Easton Ellis, James Wood, and others. And, writing
about Brooklyn, his father, and his sojourn through
two decades of writing, one of the greats of
contemporary American literature sheds an equally
strong light on himself. In The Ecstasy of Influence,
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Jonathan Lethem, tangling with what he calls the
'white elephant' role of the writer as public
intellectual, arrives at an astonishing range of
answers. Funny and unfettered, The Ecstasy of
Influence simmers with direct challenges to
conventional wisdom and deep insights into the
kaleidoscopic nature of artistic vision, the primacy of
the writer in the cultural marketplace, and the way
the author's own experiences have fuelled his
creative passions.
Girl in Landscape offers a genre-bending, mindexpanding tale of a new frontier. Jonathan Lethem's
novel is a science-fiction Western that evokes both
the brooding tragedy of John Ford's The Searchers
and the sexual precocity of Nabokov's Lolita.
Lethem's heroine is 14-year-old Pella Marsh, whose
mother dies just as her family flees a postapocalyptic Brooklyn for the frontier of a recently
discovered planet. Hating her ineffectual father, and
troubled by a powerful attraction to the virile but
dangerous loner who holds sway over the little
colony, Pella embarks on a course of discovery that
will have tragic and irrevocable consequences - both
for the humans in her community, and also for the
mysterious and passive indigenous inhabitants, The
Archbuilders.
The first novel by Jonathan Lethem (author of the
award-winning Motherless Brooklyn) is a sciencefiction mystery, a dark and funny post-modern romp
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serving further evidence that Lethem is the
distinctive voice of a new generation. Conrad Metcalf
has problems. He has a monkey on his back, a
rabbit in his waiting room, and a trigger-happy
kangaroo on his tail. (Maybe evolution therapy is not
such a good idea). He's been shadowing Celeste,
the wife of an Oakland urologist. Maybe falling in
love with her a little at the same time. When the
doctor turns up dead, Metcalf finds himself caught in
a crossfire between the boys from the Inquisitor's
Office and gangsters who operate out of the back
room of the Fickle Muse.
Jonathan Lethem again displays his brilliance in this
collection of seven short stories, blurring the boundaries
of sci-fi, mystery, and thriller. Tales include 'Light and the
Sufferer', in which a crack addict is dogged by an
invulnerable alien; 'The Hardened Criminals', wherein
convicts are used as building blocks for new prisons; and
'The Happy Man', whose hapless protagonist is raised
from the dead to support his family, only to suffer
periodic out-of-body sojourns in Hell. Each tale features
Lethem's characteristic deadpan wit and unflinchingly
macabre vision of life.
A short story collection by the author of THE FORTRESS
OF SOLITUDE and MOTHERLESS BROOKLYN.
Limited to only 1500 copies.
“Agee’s prose poem captures the textural variety of
Brooklyn in language that bears reading aloud for its lilt,
melody, and pleasingly pungent vocabulary.” —Booklist
(starred review) For the first time in book form—from the
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Pulitzer Prize–winning author Foreword by Jonathan
Lethem, author Motherless Brooklyn In 1939, James
Agee was assigned to write an article on Brooklyn for a
special issue of Fortune on New York City. The draft was
rejected for “creative differences,” and remained
unpublished until it appeared in Esquire in 1968 under
the title “Southeast of the Island: Travel Notes.”
Crossing the borough from the brownstone heights over
the Brooklyn Bridge out through backstreet
neighborhoods like Flatbush, Midwood, and Sheepshead
Bay that roll silently to the sea, Agee captured in 10,000
remarkable words, the essence of a place and its people.
Propulsive, lyrical, jazzy, and tender, its pitch-perfect
descriptions endure even as Brooklyn changes; Agee’s
essay is a New York classic. Resonant with the rhythms
of Hart Crane, Walt Whitman, and Thomas Wolfe, it
takes its place alongside Alfred Kazin’s A Walker in the
City as a great writer’s love-song to Brooklyn and
alongside E. B. White’s Here Is New York as an
essential statement of the place so many call home.
“Agee’s rhapsodically detailed essay/prose poem is a
Whitmanessque catalog, evoking a Brooklyn of ordinary
people.” —Berkshire Eagle “Strikingly successful in
uncovering America’s Brooklyn, its neighborhoods and
its people . . . the book is startlingly beautiful.” —The
Brooklyn Rail “Agee is a wonderfully poetic writer, and
he weaves a beautiful portrait of the borough, covering
the people and places in every corner of Brooklyn’s
seventy-one miles” —Park Slope Reader
A compelling and compulsively readable riff on the
classic noir detective novel that follows a hard-drinking
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PI accused of a murder he didn’t commit--or did he?
Eddie King wakes up one morning with a splitting
headache to find two cops in his room, who begin
questioning him about the murder of a man named
Walter Morris, a writer of pulp detective novels. Thus
begins this novel about a Chandleresque detective
accused of a murder he didn’t commit. In the process of
seeking answers, he is shocked to discover that all of the
deceased writer’s novels are based on his own cases.
Further investigation leads him to the writer’s widow, a
sensual older woman with whom he begins an
impassioned affair. Smartly disguised as a textured and
playful homage to the hardboiled American noir, Heir
Apparent is also a sophisticated literary game with roots
in Greek mythology. Its numerous levels and surprising
twists will keep the reader guessing until the very end.
Heir Apparent takes the reader on a strange journey
through cavernous libraries, sleazy hotels, and soulless
suburbia with a detective who in the end may be nothing
more than a figment of the dead writer’s imagination.
For fans of Jonathan Lethem’s Motherless Brooklyn,
Heir Apparent is a brilliantly original detective novel from
a smart, talented voice.
Verfilmung von und mit Edward Norton und Willem
Dafoe, Bruce Willis und Alec Baldwin! »Lethem ist ein
König der Sätze. Sein Talent ist riesig und sein Blick so
scharf wie eh und je.« New York Times Ein ermordeter
Mafioso mit großem Herz und großer Klappe. Ein kleiner
Gangster mit Tourette-Syndrom auf der Spur des
Verbrechens. Messerscharfe Dialoge und grandioser
Sprachwitz vor der Kulisse der Unterwelt Brooklyns. Das
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Waisenhaus St. Vincents in Brooklyn, frühe siebziger
Jahre. Für Lionel Essrog, der am Tourette-Syndrom
leidet, ist Frank Minna so etwas wie ein Erlöser. Der im
ganzen Viertel beliebte Ganove taucht eines Tages auf
und nimmt Lionel und drei weitere Jungs mit auf seine
mysteriösen Streifzüge quer durch Brooklyn. Aus den
vier Waisen werden so die Minna Men, die von Detektei
bis Fahrdiensten alles anbieten. Ihre Tage und Nächte
drehen sich um Frank, den Prinzen von Brooklyn, der mit
großer Klappe durchs Leben eilt. Dann kommt die
furchtbare Nacht, in der Frank niedergestochen wird und
Lionel auf sich selbst gestellt ist. Auf der Suche nach
Franks Mörder verstrickt er sich tiefer und tiefer in
Brooklyns Unterwelt und die geheimen und
unüberschaubaren Gesetze dieses Viertels, in dem
niemand ist, was er zu sein scheint. »Eine geniale
Mischung aus Spannung, Intelligenz und
Kunstfertigkeit.« Die Zeit
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Lucinda Hoekke works at The Complaint Line, listening
to anonymous callers air their random grievances. She
becomes captivated by the ruminations of one particular
caller, and they fall desperately in love. Lucinda also
plays bass in a struggling band whose lyricist, Bedwin, is
suffering from writer's block, and whose lead singer,
Matthew, has kidnapped a kangaroo from the local zoo.
Hoping to re-charge the band's creative energy, Lucinda
'suggests' some of The Complainer's philosophical
musings to Bedwin, who transforms them into brilliant
songs - with disastrous consequences. What results is a
comedy of plagiarism, usurpation, and sex, with
delightful echoes of Jane Austen's Emma
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Understanding Jonathan Lethem is a study of the novels,
short fiction, and nonfiction on a wide range of subjects
in the arts by American novelist Jonathan Lethem, who is
the recipient of the National Book Critics Circle Award for
Fiction for Motherless Brooklyn, a MacArthur Foundation
“genius” grant, and the Locus Award for Best First Novel
for Gun, with Occasional Music. Matthew Luter explores
the key contemporaries of and influences on Lethem,
who is the Roy Edward Disney Professor of Creative
Writing at Pomona College. Luter begins this volume by
explaining how Lethem’s innovative and provocative
essay on creative appropriation “The Ecstasy of
Influence” differs from other writing about influence,
suggesting an artistic mode that celebrates thoughtful
borrowing. Readings of Lethem’s three major novels
follow: taken together, Motherless Brooklyn, The
Fortress of Solitude, and Chronic City present a novelist
coming to terms with the joys and downsides of artistic
influence. Motherless Brooklyn pays tribute to and
subverts traditional hardboiled detective novels as
Lethem plays with the conventions of a favorite (and
influential) genre. Fortress dwells obsessively on
appreciation and criticism of influential art, as Lethem’s
main character spends a lifetime contemplating the
complexities of the art he loves, interrogating his own
reactions to it, and thinking through the political
implications of the ways he has been influenced by that
which he consumes. Chronic City depicts the cost of
fandom and the dangers of giving over too much of
oneself to the art that one loves, dramatized via a
character brought nearly to ruin not by the demands of
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artistic creation, but by obsessive cultural consumption.
Borrowing openly and promiscuously from earlier
traditions both high and low (experimental fiction, comic
books, art film, detective novels), Lethem displays a
career-long interest in questioning what literary originality
might mean in a postmodern age. Some suggest that
such borrowings indicate a literary well that has run dry,
making writers such as Lethem mere patchwork artists.
Luter argues instead that Lethem’s propensity for
wearing his influences and obsessions on his sleeve
encourages new thought about originality itself. Out with
“it’s all been done” and in with “look at all that’s been
done, and all that we can still do with it!”
Motherless BrooklynFaber & Faber
Chase Insteadman is a handsome, inoffensive former childstar, living a vague routine of dinner parties and glamorous
engagements on Manhattan's Upper East Side. Meanwhile,
his astronaut fiancée, trapped on the International Space
Station, sends him rapturous love letters. Like Janice, Chase
is adrift.Into Chase's life enters Perkus Tooth, a wall-eyed
free-range pop-critic, whose soaring conspiratorial riffs are
fueled by high-grade marijuana, mammoth cheeseburgers
and a desperate ache for meaning. Together, Chase and
Perkus attempt to unearth the Truth - that rarest of artifacts
on an island where everything can be bought.At once
beautiful and tawdry, poignant and funny, Lethem's new novel
is as always, utterly unique.
Conversations with Jonathan Lethem collects fourteen
interviews, conducted over a decade and a half, with the
Brooklyn-born author of such novels as Girl in Landscape,
Motherless Brooklyn, The Fortress of Solitude, Chronic City,
and many others. Winner of the National Book Critics’ Circle
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Award, Lethem (b. 1964) covers a wide range of subjects,
from what it means to incorporate genre into literature, to the
impact of the death of his mother on his life and work, to his
being a permanent “sophomore on leave” from Bennington
College, as well as his flight from Brooklyn to California and
its lasting effect on his fiction. Lethem also reveals the many
literary and pop culture influences that have informed his
writing life. Readers will find Lethem as charming and
generous and intelligent as his work. His examination of what
it means to live a creative life will reverberate and enlighten
scholars and fans alike. His thoughts on science fiction,
intellectual property, literary realism, genre, movies, and rock
’n’ roll are articulated with elán throughout the collection, as
are his comments on his own development as a craftsman.
Longlisted for the 2015 Folio Prize Longlisted for the 2015
IMPAC Dublin Literary Award In 1955, Rose Zimmer got
screwed. It wasnâe(tm)t the first time, and it wasnâe(tm)t the
last. In fact, Rose âe" like all American Communists âe" got
screwed by the entire twentieth century. She doesnâe(tm)t
take it lying down. For over forty years she pounds the streets
of Sunnyside Gardens, Queens, terrorising the
neighbourhood, and her family, with the implacability of her
beliefs, the sheer force of her grudge. And the generations
that follow Rose will not easily escape her influence, her ire,
her radicalism. Foremost among these is Miriam, Rose's
charismatic and passionate want-away hippie daughter, who
heads for the Greenwich Village of the Sixties; her black
stepson Cicero, an angry debunking machine; and her
bewildered grandson Sergius, who finds himself an orphan in
the capitalist now. A radical family epic, and an alternative
view of the American twentieth century, Dissident Gardens is
the story of a group of individuals who fought and lost, but
might one day win. It is a blast of pure style and literary
dazzle from one of the great and most innovative writers of
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the age.
The collected poetry and lyrics by acclaimed novelist and
essayist Jonathan Lethem
What if your lover left you for nothing? Literally Nothing?
From the author of Motherless Brooklyn, this is a strange,
hilarious love story about a man, a woman, and the space
between them. Physicist Alice Coombs has made a great
discovery - a hole in the universe, a true nothingness she and
her colleagues call 'Lack'. Professor Philip Engstrand has
made his own breakthrough - he realises how much he loves
Alice. Trouble is, Lack is a void with a personality - a void that
utterly obsesses Philip's beloved. She's fallen out of love with
Philip and in love with Lack.
SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE, MOTHERLESS
BROOKLYN IS RELEASED IN CINEMAS DECEMBER 2019
'A detective novel of winning humour and exhilarating
originality.' Sunday Times Lionel Essrog is Brooklyn's very
own self-appointed Human Freakshow, an orphan whose
Tourette's Disease drives him to bark, count, and rip apart our
language in startling and original ways. Together with three
veterans of the St Vincent's Home for Boys, he works for
mobster Frank Minna. But when Frank is fatally stabbed and
his widow skips town, Lionel attempts to untangle the threads
of the case.
From the award-winning author of The Feral Detective and
Motherless Brooklyn comes an utterly original post-collapse
yarn about two siblings, the man that came between them,
and a nuclear-powered super car. The Arrest isn't postapocalypse. It isn't a dystopia. It isn't a utopia. It's just what
happens when much of what we take for granted--cars, guns,
computers, and airplanes, for starters--quits working. . . .
Before the Arrest, Sandy Duplessis had a reasonably good
life as a screenwriter in L.A. An old college friend and writing
partner, the charismatic and malicious Peter Todbaum, had
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become one of the most powerful men in Hollywood. That
didn't hurt. Now, post-Arrest, nothing is what it was. Sandy,
who calls himself Journeyman, has landed in rural Maine.
There he assists the butcher and delivers the food grown by
his sister, Maddy, at her organic farm. But then Todbaum
shows up in an extraordinary vehicle: a retrofitted tunneldigger powered by a nuclear reactor. Todbaum has spent the
Arrest smashing his way across a fragmented and
phantasmagorical United States, trailing enmities all the way.
Plopping back into the siblings' life with his usual odious
panache, his motives are entirely unclear. Can it be that
Todbaum wants to produce one more extravaganza?
Whatever he's up to, it may fall to Journeyman to stop him.
Written with unrepentant joy and shot through with just the
right amount of contemporary dread, The Arrest is speculative
fiction at its absolute finest.

A new novel featuring a detective with Tourette's
syndrome sounds a lot like Jonathan Lethem's
Motherless Brooklyn, but don't be fooled. Lo Mein is
Robert Eringer's second book (after 1998's Crinkum
Crankum) to star ex-FBI agent Jeff Dalkin, a Bruce Willis
look-alike with an involuntarily foul mouth, and this time
he's on the trail of a New York artist-turned-terrorist.
Willard Stukey is going to keep murdering people who
are dressed as Disney characters until he gets a solo
exhibition at MoMA and a fullpage review in the New
York Times. And Dalkin is the intrepid sleuth hired by
Michael Eisner himself to stop the madness. Copyright ©
Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
Author of Motherless Brooklyn and The Fortress of
Solitude, Jonathan Lethem is one of the most celebrated
and significant American writers working today. This new
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scholarly study draws on a deep knowledge of all
Lethem's work to explore the range of his writing, from
his award-winning fiction to his work in comics and
criticism. Reading Lethem in relation to five themes
crucial to his work, Joseph Brooker considers influence
and intertextuality; the role of genres such as crime,
science fiction and the Western; the imaginative
production of worlds; superheroes and comic book
traditions; and the representation of New York City.
Close readings of Lethem's fiction are contextualized by
reference to broader conceptual and comparative
frames, as well as to Lethem's own voluminous nonfictional writing and his adaptation of precursors from
Franz Kafka to Raymond Chandler. Rich in critical
insight, Jonathan Lethem and the Galaxy of Writing
demonstrates how an understanding of this author
illuminates contemporary literature and culture at large.
An anthology of short fiction journeys to colorful,
frequently offbeat worlds in such tales as "The Vision,"
"The Spray," "Vivian Relf," and "Super Goat Man."
Lionel Essrog a grandi avec ses copains à l'orphelinat de
Brooklyn. Devenu adulte, il est embauché par un " privé
", Franck Minna, dont l'agence se livre à de louches
activités sous prétexte de déménagements. Les
Orphelins de Brooklyn raconte l'histoire des " Minna
Boys ", leurs arnaques et leurs combines, le meurtre de
leur patron et l'enquête rocambolesque qui s'ensuit. Mais
le véritable intérêt de ce livre est ailleurs : en effet,
Essrog est affligé d'une maladie rare, le syndrome de
Gilles de la Tourette, série de troubles obsessionnels
compulsifs (TOC) qui font de sa vie un enfer, et dont le
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principal symptôme consiste en des éruptions verbales
incontrôlées. Prétexte, pour Jonathan Lethem, à
d'étincelantes variations langagières sur le thème du
roman noir " hard boiled ", revu et corrigé par un disciple
de Tex Avery.
Motherless Brooklyn is a 2019 American neo-noir crime
film written, produced and directed by Edward Norton,
based on the 1999 novel of the same name by Jonathan
Lethem. Set in New York City in 1957, the film follows a
private investigator with Tourette syndrome, who is
determined to solve the murder of his mentor. Along with
Norton, the film also stars Bruce Willis, Gugu MbathaRaw, Bobby Cannavale, Cherry Jones, Alec Baldwin and
Willem Dafoe.A passion project of Norton's ever since he
read Lethem's novel in 1999, the film took nearly 20
years to go into production. The movie differs
significantly from the book. Although the book is set in
contemporary times, Norton felt the plot and dialogue
lent themselves more to a noir setting -- moving it to the
1950s, with many added plot points inspired by The
Power Broker. Other members of the cast joined by
February 2018, and principal photography began that
same month.The film had its world premiere at the
Telluride Film Festival on August 30, 2019, and was
released in the United States on November 1, 2019, by
Warner Bros. Pictures. It received generally positive
reviews from critics, with praise for Norton's performance
and the film's ideas, but criticism for its length and
deviations from its source novel. At the 77th Golden
Globe Awards, the film received a nomination for Best
Original Score.
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Five people set off, and only four people came back...
Oscar-winning Best Actress Reese Weispen's favorite
author, Australia's most watched thriller novel Tian Hou
Zhen. (Harper Jane) Harper follows the latest
suspenseful masterpiece of Drought. The search and
rescue work at Gileland Ridge will continue tomorrow
morning to find the missing 45-year-old Melbourne hiker
Alice Russell... Federal Police Foucault turned down the
TV sound, and then dialed the voice mail of his mobile
phone. The message was from Alice at 4:26 in the
morning. Called from Russell's cell phone.
Jonathan Lethem, acclaimed author of The Fortress of
Solitude and Motherless Brooklyn, here takes the reader
on a road trip through a post-apocalyptic USA. Since the
war came and the bombs fell, Hatfork, Wyoming, has
been a broken-down, mutant-ridden town. Young Chaos
lives in the projection booth of the abandoned multiplex
cinema, trying to blot out his present, but unable to
remember his past. Then, over a can of dog food, the
local tyrant Kellogg reveals to Chaos that those bombs
never actually fell. The truth, in fact, is a little more
complicated . . . So Chaos gets behind the wheel of an
automobile and, accompanied by a fur-covered mutant
female, sets out onto the empty highway for a journey to
the edge of his American nightmare: in search of a
missing identity and a stolen love.
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